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Enron and the
Law of the Market
by Fred E. Foldvary

pC
eople will learn lessons from the col-
lapse of Enron. Some of these will be
the wrong lessons.
ritics of markets claim that the Enron

debacle shows how "capitalism" is defective
and proclaim that the government should
increase the regulation of corporations and
financial markets. There does need to be a
change in government policy, but not in the
direction of greater interference with busi-
ness.

A market needs to have clear rules about
property rights, and this implies a general
Law of the Market about telling the truth.
What we need is a clearer codification of the
Law of the Market, enforcement, and penal-
ties against fraud. Fraud is a type of theft,
and theft is a violation of market rules.

Let’s start with the accounting firms that
are supposed to audit corporations. The pur-
pose of such audits is to ensure that the com-
pany has truthfully and fully accounted for
its operations. This implies that the auditor
should be impartial and not be swayed by
any financial interest in the company.

That was not the case with Enron. Its
auditing firm, Arthur Andersen, was also a
consultant to Enron. In my judgment, that
constituted a potential conflict of interest. If
the auditor reported accounting problems,
that might reduce its consulting income.
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Some argue that the government should pro-
hibit auditing firms from also doing consult-
ing work for the firm it audits. I argue for a
noninterventionist policy.

The Law of the Market would require that
all statements made by firms be truthful
unless the company charter clearly and
explicitly states that it might lie. The Law of
the Market would also require that external
audits of corporations be impartial, with
firms having no financial interest in the com-
pany or any links other than the auditing,
unless it is clearly and explicitly stated in the
charter that it might have other business
with the auditing firm, or that it might not
be audited at all. It should be up to the
shareholders to take on risks, but they
should know what those risks are regarding
company reports.

If the company’s charter states that it may
be audited by firms that also have other
financial interests in the company, then all
shareholders are warned that the audits
might be suspect, and that the accounting
reports--the balance sheet and income state-
ments--might be misleading. The value of
the shares will then be discounted to reflect
this.

The Law of the Market would also speci-
fy that the accounting reports of a company
fully show all assets and liabilities of the firm
at current market prices, unless its charter
states otherwise. Enron was able to hide lia-
bilities in partnerships, which were not fully
disclosed. A firm’s business includes its
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membership in partnerships, and if a firm
wishes to hide part of its balance sheet in
partnerships, this policy should be clearly
stated in its charter for all to see. Then share-
holders will be warned, and the value of the
stock will be lower to reflect this.

Honest Statements
Likewise, the Law of the Market would

require that when the executives or board
members of a corporation make public state-
ments about its prospects, these are to be
honest, unless the charter lets the company
spokesmen lie. If the charter does not state
that they may lie, they should be legally
required to tell the truth to the best of their
knowledge.

It is tragic that many Enron employees put
much of their retirement funds in the com-
pany’s stock. One of the basic principles of
personal finance is to diversify your portfo-
lio. "Don’t put all your eggs in one basket"
is age-old advice many of us learn from our
parents.

This should be a financial lesson for every-
body. Markets are efficient because the inef-
fective firms fail and go out of business.
Most investors don’t know what is going on
inside a company. It can look good on the
outside but be crumbling on the inside. Even

those working for Enron did not know what
was really going on, yet many put most of
their retirement funds in the company’s
stock. A general rule for investing is not to
put more than 5 percent of your assets in the
stock of any one company.

The Enron problem was not a fault of the
market, but a violation of the ethical rules of
the market. There will always be those who
try to defraud others. That is why we need
laws against theft and fraud. The Enron
debacle is the fault of government for not
having a clear Law of the Market making
auditing conflicts illegal unless the company
charter states that it would engage in such
practices. The Law of the Market need not
even be a governmental law, but given that
governments enact laws against theft and
fraud, this one would clarify the property
rights involved. A company should be pre-
sumed honest unless its charter states other-
wise, in which case the company’s basic doc-
uments would be honest.

The pure free market does not include
force or fraud, but rather consists of volun-
tary activity. Vague and confusing govern-
ment laws and regulations provide the illu-
sion of safety, but actually prevent share-
holders and employees from recognizing the
risks they are taking. Once again, govern-
ment, not the market, failed. []

Check www.FEEnews.com
for the best free-market
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A War to End All Banditry

E
ven before the United States wound
down its military operations in
Afghanistan, it began looking for tar-
gets elsewhere. But policymakers must

remember that Washington’s primary inter-
est is thwarting transnational terrorists who
target Americans, not combating local crim-
inals and insurgents around the globe.

After just three months, the Taliban was
overthrown, the al Qaeda network was dis-
rupted, and Osama bin Laden was dead or
had escaped. There wasn’t much more work
to do in Afghanistan, so long as the Bush
administration did not take on the thankless
task of attempting to build a Western-style
democracy in Afghanistan. But with al Qaeda
operatives active in an estimated 40 countries,
a lot of other potential targets beckon. U.S.
Representative Todd Tiahrt points to the
Philippines: "After Afghanistan, this is the
next priority because there are Americans at
risk."

However, intervention in the Philippines
risks sucking the United States into conflicts
that affect America only tangentially, if that.
The archipelagic nation has long faced an
insurgency among its minority Muslim pop-
ulation. The conflict waxes and wanes,
seemingly insoluble but never threatening
the Philippine stability, let alone American
security. Commanding most recent attention
is the Abu Sayyaf gang, which seized three
Americans last year. In November Lt. Com-
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mander Jeff Davis, spokesman for the Penta-
gon’s Pacific Command, claimed that Abu
Sayyaf was "an international terrorist group
that poses as much of a threat to the U.S. as
to the Philippines."

The Bush administration subsequently
announced $92 million in military aid,
rushed in nearly 700 military advisers, and
offered combat troops. Manila eagerly
accepted the cash and advice. And although
it rejected the troops--the Philippine consti-
tution prohibits operations by foreign
forces--the Americans will be armed and
authorized to defend themselves. Moreover,
constitutional objections in a country where
the previous president was ousted last year
in a soft coup, after the military withdrew its
support, might eventually fade.

There is, however, no national security
justification for American involvement. Abu
Sayyaf’s ties to al Qaeda are peripheral at
best. Its now-deceased leader fought in
Afghanistan against the Soviets; bin Laden’s
brother-in-law, Mohammad Jamal Khalifa,
seems to have channeled some money to
Abu Sayyaf.

However, the group operates more like
bandits than terrorists. Although they have
routinely demanded the release of Ramzi
Yousef, mastermind of the 1993 World
Trade Center attack, they have been satisfied
with bountiful ransoms~ollecting about
$20 million in 2000, which they used to
stoke their arsenal and attract recruits.

Abu Sayyaf has shown no interest in
conducting a serious campaign against the
United States. Rather, its American victims
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